Suppose we are given a program P in some language L, and a set of inference rules based on unification that define the dynamic semantics of this language L. We propose a tactic for (partially) evaluating a given predicate in a set of inference rules, therefore proposing a new executable semantics to our rules. This tactic applied to P and to the dynamic semantics of L yields classically a new set of specialized inference rules that are a compiled version of P. Our partial evaluation tactic proposes and uses some original improvements, which are applicable to the general field of partial evaluation of unification-based languageS.
w Introduction
This paper presents a method to achieve partial evaluation of programs written with unification-based inference rules. Most of the previous work on partial evaluation was done on functional languages, such as ML. 11'5as~ It is a recent trend to study partial evaluation in logic programming. An interesting point is that some well-known problems of partial evaluation for functional languages also arise with logic programming. The partial evaluation method that we present is interesting because of its choices about call unfolding. There is also an obvious relation with work involving abstract interpretation. 3a2~ The most famous application of partial evaluation is the automatic generation of compilers from interpreters. The idea originates from Ershov 7) and Futamura. 1~ It is to perform a partial evaluation of the interpreter, where the only known input is the program to interpret. The result is a compiled version of the program. Therefore this paper focuses on the partial evaluation of interpreters. This is natural since our inference rules are mainly dedicated to defining semantic operations on languages, such as interpreting.
Our group is involved in the development of the CENTAUR system. 18) It is a syntax-directed editor with tools to define semantic operations on syntactic trees. These operations are defined with inference rules, in a language called TYPOL. 5'6) We call our method "natural semantics". 4'~7) We felt the need for a tool to build proof trees using TYPOL rules. We have built a first experimental version of this toolJ 4) It is written in TYPOL and Prolog, which are good languages for defining prototypes. This tool allows the user to define tactics about how to build a proof tree made with TYPOL rules. After being introduced to the work of N. D. Jones on partial evaluation, ~5 '16) we felt that adapting the proof-tree builder to partial evaluation was only a question of writing a new tactic ! It was a challenging problem to design this tactic, then implement it and watch the result. This is what we describe in this paper.
In the following section, we briefly present the foundations of TYPOL, as well as the reasons for its syntax. Since TYPOL is considered as yet another unification-based language, we distinguish the contribution of this work to TYPOL and to unification-based languages. Section 3 describes our method of partial evaluation. In Section 4, we give a proof of the correctness of our method. Section 5 presents the actual implementation of our tactic. We also show examples of compilation using partial evaluation.
w Specification of Dynamic Semantics with TYPOL

Foundations of TYPOL
Recently, many researchers have begun to use a style of semantic specifications advocated by Plotkin. z4) Instead of using denotational semantics, they use axioms and inference rules that define the various semantic predicates to be proved on a given program. A semantic definition is thus identified with a logic, and reasoning with the language is proving theorems within that logic. This presentation has many advantages, for non-deterministic computation for example. According to the works of Gentzen about Natural Deduction, 13) the only semantics of these rules and axioms is the set of finite proof trees that can be built from them. Natural Semantics 4' 17~ is just one example of this style of semantic specification. Among all the ways of presenting a logic, a syntax close to Natural Deduction was chosen. The resulting language is TYPOL.
A TYPOL definition is an unordered collection of rules, consisting of a numerator and a denominator. Variables may occur in a rule, allowing its instantiation. Variables may be restricted to certain types, and TYPOL provides a type-checker. A numerator is itself an unordered collection of premises. If the premises hold, then the denominator, or conclusion, holds. Premises are either sequents or conditions. The denominator is necessarily a sequent. Sequents have two parts, separated by a turnstile symbol ~-. The left part is the antecedent and may be thought of as the environment in which the sequent is to be proved. The right part is a predicate. A condition is a predicate, which is often defined externally. For instance, the following sequent: ~r', i ~-sxMs: o", o means that in the environment o', i being the input consumed, the following predicate holds: the interpretation of the statements STMS gives a new environment o" and a list of values output o. Sequents are named, and their name appears over the ~-symbol. For readability, the most frequent sequent has just no name. Throughout this paper, we are going to stick to the same TYPOL program. This program defines an interpreter for a small PASCAL-like language, called ASPLE. We are going to illustrate the use of TYPOL by interpreting a very simple ASPLE program. Here are some of the TYPOL rules defining the semantics of ASPLE: The intuitive meaning of these rules is straightforward. The operation named O represents the concatenation of lists. External predicates (conditions) such as 9 are defined here in Prolog.
Rule (1) means that a sequence of statements is interpreted by interpreting the first statement and the rest of the statements. Notice that, in an operational way, the "tail" part of the list is interpreted with a new store that is output by the first statement. Rules (2) and (3) define the classical behavior of the "if" statement. To express nondeterminism, one just needs to write two rules for the "if" construct. Rules (4) and (5) are similar, but deal with the "while" statement.
Execution of TYPOL
Problems arise when trying to execute TYPOL specifications to get real type-checkers, interpreters, compilers, etc. The first choice is to compile TYPOL rules in a straightforward way into Prolog, therefore taking the usual conventions on ordering of rules and of premises. The main advantage of this is an easy way to get running interpreters from TYPOL programs. Another classical advantage is speed of execution. This is the way TYPOL has always been used so far. However this implies restrictions on the TYPOL specifications in order to make them run. Non-determinism is now replaced by a classical backtracking mechanism. Problems occur when external routines are called with unknown arguments while they expect ground terms. It is clear that the TYPOL rules above have been written to be executed, therefore their premises being ordered in a particular way.
Therefore we built an alternative tool to execute TYPOL programs, 14) which sticks to the theoretical semantics of TYPOL, i.e., proof trees. It allows to build a proof tree, interactively or allowing the user to define himself--with tactics--which premise to expand and with which TYPOL rule. For instance we designed a tactic simulating Prolog depth first strategy, but many other tactics may be defined.
Sticking to TYPOL semantics, the way we define the execution of TYPOL on a given predicate (goal) is just the set of all completely solved proof trees taking this predicate as a starting goal, growing with TYPOL rules from the TYPOL program, or sometimes with direct executions in Prolog (input-output, arithmetic expressions).
However, because of these side-effect external predicates, we suppose the solving of these predicates respects an intuitive chronology.
The rest of this section will show an example of TYPOL execution. Let's suppose our ASPLE program we want interpreted is: where fleref x means the value of x, while x alone means the adress of x in the store. Let's suppose that we shall type "Y' as the input value, then we may build the evaluation (the proof trees) of the program. Since ASPLE is deterministic (can be proved on the TYPOL file) there is at most one possible proof tree. We can build the proof tree in any order (except for chronology of side effects In this proof tree, the small horizontal rules above three dots mean that the corresponding branch of the proof tree is too big to print here, but is completely solved, i.e. contains no unsolved predicate. Conversely, when a predicate appears without any fraction bar above it, it means this predicate is still to be solved. At this stage where the proof tree is (b), we chose to solve the "read", which asks us for an integer, and we shall type "3" as we said. Then, after some more steps of evaluation, the current proof tree is (c): Since there are two applicable rules (2) and (3), we shall get two sets of proof trees. However, the set corresponding to (2) is empty, because there is no proof tree yielding that 3=9 returns "true". So we may only apply rule (3) . It may be remarked that this is not the way it works with TYPOL rules compiled in Prolog. Instead, the rule (2) is selected, thus leading to a failure and backtracking leads to applying rule (3). The fact that the result is finally the same comes from the fact that this TYPOL file is "executable", i.e., complies with the extra restrictions of Section 2.2. Now that rule (3) is applied, the process goes on, and solves the "else" part of the "if". At some time, the chosen predicate is add ( 
2.3
Contribution of This Work to TYPOL As we said, TYPOL is defined in a theoretical way, by the set of proof trees that can be built from the rules and axioms. This means that there is no notion of order of evaluation, unlike in other unification-based languages, such as Prolog. However, TYPOL is usually interpreted in the Prolog way, leading to painful restrictions. The contribution of this work to TYPOL itself is that partial evaluation of TYPOL files is defined in terms of proof trees, i.e., independently from any execution tactic. The only restrictions are due to side-effect predicates, which should not appear in real TYPOL anyway. In fact, the actual implementation of the partial evaluation tactic slightly depends on the way TYPOL is executed. But minor changes in this implementation will suffice to match other TYPOL execution tactics.
In other words, the partial evaluation of a given goal is a TYPOL file F', which is equivalent to the original one, independent of the execution tactic. The set of proof trees built from F' is the same as the ones built from the original TYPOL file on the same goals. Our partial evaluation tactic can be viewed as another TYPOL execution tactic. In fact it is the first "execution" of TYPOL that really sticks to TYPOL official semantics.
Contribution of This Work to Unification-Based Languages
This partial evaluation tactic may be applied when the execution tactic is defined. For instance we may pick depth-first left-to-right strategy. Therefore, some parts of our method may be of interest for general unification-based languages. Examples are our way to prevent infinite unfolding and combinatorial explosion of the specialized rules.
We also propose a way to use more information when collecting the specialized rules, as we explain in tactic (TC3). This method sometimes allows the partial evaluator to prove inductive properties on the execution of the program. Then these properties are used on the fly to get more efficient partially evaluated files. It is interesting to compare these parts of our tactic with other partial evaluators for Prolog-like languages.
w Building a Partial Evaluation
What is a Partial Evaluation for Inference Rules
What we want now is to partially evaluate a TYPOL predicate, with a given TYPOL program. The main idea of partial evaluation, in any language, is to try to evaluate a program with some of its inputs unknown. This yields a new program that, given the remaining inputs, is equivalent to the starting program. This definition is more adapted to imperative or functional languages. Here we have to paraphrase it: we consider the program is the bunch of inference rules, along with a "free variable" V representing the goal to solve. The input to a inference system is or is equivalent to an instantiation of the variables in the goal we want solved (here the variable V). A partially known input is also an instantiation of the goal. Whether an input is partial or not cannot be decided by the system. The remaining (unknown) input is again a substitution of the variables in the goal. The result of partial evaluation is another set of rules, and the remaining input is given by another goal. When we give a method for partial evaluation, we have to check its correctness in the following sense: If we call (P) the initial set of inference rules, ia the partial input, i2 any remaining input, (P') the result of partial evaluation of (P) with repect to i a
The proof tree(s) T' obtained by executing (P') with input i z (and somehow remembering i 1) must be equivalent to the proof tree(s) T obtained by executing (P) with all its input known at once. Two degenerate cases are already clear. First a normal, complete execution, such as the one yielding the (d) tree above, is a partial evaluation. Just see that (P') is ~-begin int x ; ... ; ... ; end : in [3] , out [4] and i2 is empty. Here the result of partial evaluation is just an axiom. The other case is that no evaluation at all is also a partial evaluation, though inefficient, since in that case (P') equals (P).
Definitions about Proof Tress
Skeletons
A proof tree T~ is a "skeleton" of another one T2 if T2 can be obtained from T1 by instantiating free variables of T1, and/or by expanding some predicate not yet solved in T1. For instance (a) is a skeleton of (b), which is a skeleton of (c),
which is a skeleton of (d). The skeleton relation is transitive.
Border
We call "border" of a proof tree the set of all the predicates that appear in the proof tree and that have not been expanded, i.e. for which no inference rule has been applied. For instance, the border of (a) is {(a)}, while the border of (d) is empty. The border of a proof tree is not empty /ff this proof tree is a partial proof tree.
Eqivalence
Two proof trees are equivalent iff:
They have exactly the same root predicate (bottom line) and They have exactly the same border.
Simplification
What we call "simplifying" a proof tree is to build the equivalent proof tree made with the root predicate put under the border. 
Idea of the Method: Biggest Common Skeleton
We want to partially evaluate the ASPLE evaluator when the known input is our small example program, represented by the (a) predicate, and the unknown part is the integer value the user will type. Intuitively, the (b) proof tree is a step towards partial evaluation, since it needs no knowledge of the missing data. The work needed to get (b) is independent of this data, and should be done once and for all at partial evaluation time. The way we store (b) is by adding its simplified form (b') to (P), to get a first version of (P'). When (P') is run, the rule (b') is chosen first, and no inferences are needed to get the initial store Ix ~.
What we stress here is the fact that (b) is a common skeleton to all possible proof trees (execution trees). All these proof trees may be built more efficiently using (b) directly. If we consider the set So of all possible proof trees starting from (a), and we call (so) the biggest common skeleton to all trees in S, then we keep (So) as a part of the future partially evaluated program.
For every tree in S, the result of removing the (So) part is the collection of the proof trees that were branched above (So). Now let's remove the common part to all trees in So. What we get is a collection of sets of proof trees. For each of these sets, there is no common skeleton. This comes from the fact that (So) is biggest. This is what happens for instance if we come to an "if' statement, and the proof trees start with either inference rule (2) or (3). Now in this case, let's split the corresponding set of trees into subsets, so that each subset has a common skeleton. We may then repeat the mechanism.
All the common skeletons that we kept, (so), (s~), etc., are the bricks to build every tree in S. This means they are the partially evaluated program. Since a program is made of inference rules, we have to take their simplified versions (so'), (Sl'), etc. This is legal since simplification yields equivalent trees. Now we shall explain our tactic to obtain these biggest common skeletons.
Our Partial Evaluation Tactic
Starting from the ideas above, and adding improvements from time to time, we are going to present the "operational" method to build biggest common skeletons, and therefore partial evaluations of a program (P). We always start with the initial, partially instantiated goal. We shall consider it as refinement zero of our partial evaluation. (It is clear it is a common skeleton.) Thus partial evaluation consists in building a proof tree. The first part of the tactic is when we can grow the common skeleton further. It is the same in A. Bondorf's paper 1), which deals with rewrite rules instead of inference rules.
Tactic (TC1)
When some unsolved goal in the border of the currently built proof tree can be expanded by only one rule in(P), then expand this goal to get a bigger common skeleton.
Next part of the tactic is about external predicates. This is more delicate because these goals often deal with input output, or other side effects, or arithmemic operations. Since there is no general method, the user has to tell if the goal may be solved at partial evaluation time. This tactic depends on the TYPOL execution strategy.
Tactic (TC2)
When some external predicate in the border of the currently built proof tree may be solved at partial evaluation time, and solving succeeds, then the common skeleton may be expanded in the corresponding way. On the other hand, if the goal is not solved, then the definition of the external predicate must be kept for the partially evaluated program.
Examples of Prolog goals which generally cannot be solved at partial evaluation time are input output predicates, or arithmetic predicates whose operands are not instantiated yet. When the user allows the solving of the goal, if this solving fails, we prefer to do nothing here instead of a delicate backtracking, because we are out of clean TYPOL.
The next case is when many TYPOL rules apply to a goal. This corresponds to the case when the set of proof trees has to be split, because no common skeleton exists. We just split into as many subsets as there are applicable rules. This is related to the specialization of function calls for the partial evaluation of functional languages.
Tactic (TC3)
When some unsolved goal in the border of the currently build proof tree may be solved by two or more inference rules from (P), then do the following for each applicable rule: First take a copy of the unsolved goal. Make it a new initial common skeleton. Then apply the chosen rule. Then continue partial evaluation of this new common skeleton.
When all applicable rules have been treated, collect the bottom line predicates of all the corresponding skeletons. Compute their most precise common unifier U. Then go back to the initial proof tree and unify the unsolved goal with U. This gives a new bigger common skeleton.
The last part of this tactic, about the common unifier U, comes from a intuitive remark. Each case (using one applicable rule) yields back one possible solution to the unsolved goal. In logic programming, a solution to a goal is a substitution of its variables. If there is an intersection between all these substitutions, this means we know something about the solution of the unsolved goal, whatever rule will be applied there. Thus this information may be used in the biggest common skeleton. Sometimes this intersection becomes a fixpoint equation. In that case, solving this equation is equivalent to proving properties of the called predicate by structural induction. Examples are given in Sections 3.6. and 5.1.
The fourth part of the method deals with the simplifications of the proof trees into inference rules.
Tactic (TC4)
When no more unsolved goals can be expanded, then simplify the proof tree and store the resulting inference rule.
When all common skeletons are found and simplified, there is a last improvement to the resulting collection of inference rules C. Unsolved goals that are calls to other inference rules from C are often heavy, because they keep track of values that are now fixed forever at partial evaluation time. In fact, only the free variables in these calls may be useful, to collect results. The rest is only syntactic structure. What we call syntax elimination is to replace such a call by a call to a new predicate, with a new name (or something to distinguish it), and whose arguments are the variables in the original call. An example is given in Section 3.6. This can be related to the projection method in Ref. 22 ).
Tactic (TCs)
Replace all calls to TYPOL predicates, performing syntax elimination Perform also the corresponding modification in the definition of these TYPOL predicates.
Classical Problems (1) Infinite unfolding
The first classical problem that we meet is infinite unfolding at partial evaluation time. As shown by inference rule (4), solving a goal may lead to the solving of the same goal. In our tactic, this may lead either to an infinite building of the biggest common skeleton, through tactic (TC~), or to the building of an infinite number of specialized rules, through tactic (TCa). To avoid that, we need to implement the following control: If a call to a goal G1 leads, in the same common skeleton, to a call to goal G2, and if G~ is close to G2, then the goal G~ should not be expanded in the skeleton. Instead, for the goal G~, the tactic (TC0 that was applied before should be replaced by tactic (TC3). This first step of the method allows to transform an infinite biggest common skeleton into an infinite number of skeletons. The meaning of "close to" is intuitive: G~ is close to G2 if there is a risk of infinite unfolding. There are many examples of such situations, such as (with C-Prolog syntax):
pred(A, R) calling pred(B, R). pred(g, R) calling pred(s(g), R). oper(5, RES) calling oper(6, RES).
Suppose now that a call to G1 leads, through tactic (TC3), to a call to G2 (G~ close to Gz). Then we have to apply tactic (TC3) again, but instead of solving G~, solving the most precise common unifier of G1 and G2. This step may apply repeatedly until G2 is an instance of G~. We are sure this loop terminates because there exists a most general TYPOL term, the free variable. Then when G2 is an instance of G1, we just don't expand it, because we are already building the partial evaluation for G~, which is more general. This method, though heavy to implement, prevents the infinite unfolding problem. Of course, the technical difficulty is transferred into the"close to" relation. Other works such as Refs. 3) and 27), propose related methods.
(2) Backwards unification
Another classical problem, specific to logic programs, is side effects and backwards unification. If we keep using "clean" predicates in our programs, this problem doesn't arise. However this is not always the case. This is a known problem analysed for instance in Refs. 21) and 28).
When we know that all the predicates involved are "clean", then backwards unification may be rewarding. In the nicest case, if in some proof tree, we meet the following goal:
~x~-~v, b~->"true"~, i ~-ifb then x : =x+2 else x : =x+l fi : o', o the tactic (TC3) should be applied. But, while partially evaluating the predicate through rule (3), we meet something like equal (" true ", "true ~', "false">. We know then that the set of proof trees going through rule (3) is empty. There is thus only one skeleton that may be applied: the one that uses rule (2) . So the tactic to use is no longer tactic (TC3), but tactic (TC1). That means that the separated rule that was generated through rule (2) plus ( is applied directly at compile time, and that spares one inference at run time.
Application to Our Example
As we already said, the (b) proof tree is a common skeleton. But we can go further. After applying our tactics (TC1) and (TC2), we obtain the following common skeleton (e): In the following, we only expect some basic knowledge of unificationbased languages. What we want to prove is that our tactics give us a partial evaluation (p.e.), in the sense we defined earlier. So we suppose that we have partially evaluated the predicate Q, which has some information missing that will be given at run time only. This missing information will be represented by an environment pi(naiaZ), i.e. a mapping from variables to terms. When the information is known, the actual predicate to solve will be: Qi:pi'Q. The composition of such mappings is natural, and it is associative and commutative. Our method consists in proving that each step of our tactic preserves the correctness. We already saw that the Q U P program is a correct p.e. (cf. degenerate cases above). Suppose now that we obtained some set of skeletons Sn, such that Sn U P is a correct p.e. Suppose that we may apply some step of our tactic, yielding new skeletons Sn+l. All we need to prove is that S~+1 U P is a correct p.e. We always add the initial program (P) because, since the Si skeletons are intermediate steps, they may call to goals whose definition is in (P). Three remarks before we start:
Side effects are still a problem we won't examine. Exotic predicates such as var, that tests if its argument is a free variable or not, are not considered. In our example ASPLE program above, the missing information is not in the starting question (a), but in the read predicate. So this missing information is not an instantiation of variables in (a). But it is obvious that it is equivalent. Just consider that the answer to the read is a given extra argument of (a). We shall treat completely the tactic (TC1). We shall skip the tactic (TC2). We shall only underline the differences in proving tactic (TC3). Tactics (TC4) and (TC~) obviously preserve correctness.
Definitions and Lemmas
Definition 1
Two predicates P~ and P2 unify tff there exists a most general environment p such that p-PI=p-P2 Sometimes, p is called the most general unifier (m.g.u.). We assume that we never have a-conversion problems, i.e. all variables receive different names if they are different.
Definition 2
An inference rule LP/Y can expand a predicate X iff X unifies with Y, and this gives an environment p. The result of the expansion is then p .X p -Y
Lemma 1
If a rule LP/Y expands p.X, then it expands X too. 
Proof
Definition 3
Two environments p 1 and p 2 are compatible iff there is no contradiction (such as 5=6) in the transitive closure of their union, p 1"p2.
Lemma 2
The predicate p 1" X unifies with p 2' X iff p i and p 2 are compatible.
Proof
Unifies with p 1 "p 2. 
(p.p2).Y=(p.p2).(p2.p~.X)
Proof of (TC1)
Let's suppose that, after n steps of tactic, the current p.e. skeleton is Sn, which is correct, i.e.: The normal evaluation tree of Qi, Ti, is equivalent to the evaluation of pi.Q using Sn first, then using rules from (P). Suppose the border of Sn contains a predicate that can be expanded in application of tactic (TC1). This gives a new p.e. skeleton Sn+l. We have to prove that Sn+l is also correct.
The S, p.e. skeleton was built from Q. The successive expansions of Q are summed in an environment, named pn. Let's name X the predicate that is expanded to obtain S~ § X is the original shape of this predicate, i.e. the way it is written in the rule from which it comes. So
Where all the predicates from the border of Sn that are before X are grouped in. As, and after in A2. Now we suppose that the rule LP/Y is the only rule that expands p~.X, giving the environment p~+~. Then we know the value of S~+~ (Definition 2):
pn+l"p~'At pn+l"LP p~+l "p~'A2
By hypothesis, the evaluation of Q~ (gives Tf), is equivalent to the evaluation of Qi with S~ first, then with (P). We are going to prove case by case that this latter evaluation is equivalent to evaluating Q~ with Sn+l first, then with (P). The various cases we are going to examine depend on the compatibility between p~, p~ and p~+v Remark that if p~ and p~ are compatible, then Sn applies to Q~ (Lemma 2), and gives a proof tree whose border is solve is the border (Bt). Either p~'p~'At has no proof (fails), and S~ is equivalent to S~+1, or it succeeds, giving an environment pa that is propagated. The new border to solve is:
We know that LP/Y is the only rule that expands p~.X. By Lemma l, no other rule may expand pa "pc "p~" X. But if it expands pa "pi "p~" X, since it expands also p~.X with pn+t, we get by Lemma 3 that pn+, is compatible with pa'pi'p~. This is in contradiction with the hypothesis. Evaluation by S~ fails too.
Case 3
If p;, pn and p~+l are compatible, we have to show that the behaviors of (Bt) and (B2) are equivalent. If pi.p,. At fails, then it is trivial. If it has a set of proofs SP, we first know that each proof of pa'pn+t'pn'At corresponds to a proof in SP (Corollary 3.1), then for each proof in SP, see if the resulting environment p k is compatible with p~.p~.pn+l. If so refer to Case 5 else to Case 4.
Case 4
In that case, the execution using the selected proof tree to solve pi.p,,.A~, if performed through S~, goes on like this: It is impossible to solve p~k.p~.p,,.X because the only applicable rule gives p~+~ incompatible with pa k. The execution performed through S~+I cannot even use the selected proof tree. Thus the behaviors are equivalent.
Case 5
In that case, the execution using the selected proof tree to solve p~.pn.A~, if performed through Sn, may be continued by solving pak'p~'pn'X through the only applicable rule (pn+l compatible with p k, and Lemma 1). The proof tree is completed if we find proofs of
The execution performed through S~+~ may use the selected proof tree to solve p~'p~+l "p~" A~ because of Lemma 4. The resulting environment is p k.p~+l. Then the proof tree is completed if we find proofs of 
Proof of (TC3)
Let pn'X be a predicate on the border of Sn, for which we are going to apply tactic (TC3). Let R1, R2, etc..., be the rules in (P) that expand pn.X. We have to prove that the execution of Qi through S~, then (P), is the same as through Sn, then through (P) plus the rules Rf. Both executions are equivalent until we get to the border (B3). Then, if we apply rules from (P) the applicable rules are the rules R~ such that p~+fl is compatible with pa'pi'pn-After application, the corresponding border is
Now if we choose the other way, i.e. if we apply the Rf rules first, the ones that will be applied are the ones whose p,+fl is compatible with pa.pi.p~, i.e. exactly the same as before. The corresponding border is also the same. After applying the tactic to rules R/ (cf. previous section), the bottom line of each of the skeletons is no longer p,,+fl.Y~=p~+fl.p~.X, but something more precise that we shall write p~.X. If we call:
ps= (~ p~   2 we can prove, with the same method as in the proof of (TC~), that the ps environment may be propagated to the Sn tree itself, ps is the most precise common unifier between all the possible shapes of the resulting predicates. Of course, doing this removes at compile time some computations that would always fail at run time, therefore losing eventual side effects.
w Implementing Our Tactic
Our tactic is implemented as a set of TYPOL rules that are added to our proof tree builder. What we show here is only a partial implementation, leaving some work to the user. A more complete implementation is in progress. We only need a hint about the use of the proof-tree builder: It uses predicates such as "command" that calls for an atomic command on the current state (00), and utility predicates such as "next_goal" that gives the next unsolved goal from the border, in any order specified by the user. These TYPOL rules must be read in a very operational way. In fact, they should rather be written in Prolog. We just found it convenient, though abusive, to use TYPOL. The first rule is to traverse the proof tree in order to find goals to which a tactic applies. Then, there is a rule to implement each tactic: fail This system works, but very slowly. This is the drawback of such a precise control on TYPOL execution. But we hope we shall soon be able to speed it up, although it is not in the scope of this paper. Major improvements may also be found by using MU-prolog, TM since the essence of the tactic is to delay the expansion of a predicate until the missing information is given, i.e. until some variables are instantiated. This is close to the notion of"wait" facility found in some Prolog interpreters.
We have applied this partial evaluation to some examples. One is a bigger ASPLE program that defines the factorial function. Another is the same factorial function written in ML, partially executed by the TYPOL ML interpreter.
Application to the ASPLE Factorial Program
The ASPLE text for the factorial function is slightly more complicated than our previous small example. It is: Then, while solving (W3), we find again the same predicate (W3) to solve, as a premise of itself. As we saw before, the system chooses just to do nothing. When the end of a (TC3) tactic is reached, since the (Ws) predicate is found as a condition to itself, the computation of the most precise common unifier X" becomes a fixpoint equation: 
Application to the ML Factorial Function
We just give the ML text for factorial, which is:
letrec fact=,tx.if(equal(x, 0)) then 1 else(times (x,(fact (minus (x, 1))))) in (print (fact (read)))
Notice that it uses another method, where the while is replaced by recursive calls. This is because the language has changed, and so has the programming style. Also, since ML provides a minus operator, the algorithm itself has changed to a simpler one. The partial evaluation is complicated by the fact that ML semantics in TYPOL uses infinite terms, but with some care, we obtain the following "compiled" version: It is remarkable that nothing in these rules is related to ML any more, like nothing was related to ASPLE in the previous section. All that remains is purely TYPOL or Prolog predicates. Besides, the two compiled programs are very much alike. The only difference reflects the two different underlying algorithms. On the other hand, the difference between while and recursive calls has disappeared.
Here also, the performances in time and space of the compiled program are much better.
w Conclusion and Related Works
This tactic to define a partial evaluation for inference rules seems to apply correctly to TYPOL programs. A main interest is that it gives us something like a compiler, if we provide it an interpreter. What seems pleasant to us is the independence of the code from the source. For instance, nothing indicates that some rules are the compilation of an ASPLE or an ML program. All we get is a very pure TYPOL program, where all source language dependent predicates and constructs have been removed. The main drawback is that it may seem strange to compile into such a high level language, while one would expect assembly language instead Y Our answer is that now, all we need is a kind of compiler from TYPOL to assembler, since we have the compilers from anywhere to TYPOL. In our group, some work is already being done in that direction. Also, although the tactic itself is written in TYPOL, we don't have big hopes, about applying it to itself, mainly because the tactic uses a lot of exotic Prolog predicates and side effects. Implementation of the tactic should be refined.
From the point of view of prolog-like languages, the results look pretty because only the necessary predicate calls are not unfolded. All the other ones are compacted, and this saves a lot of execution time that was spent in predicate calls. Also, sometimes the reason for a predicate to fail is discovered much earlier, and that saves bactracking.
From the TYPOL point of view, the most interesting point is that the tactic used is independent from any execution strategy chosen for TYPOL, thus giving a general method for partial evaluation of proof trees and inference rules.
As a comparison with the work of N. D. Jones' group, 15'16) our partial evaluator also knows how to avoid infinite loops, even the disguised ones, such as f(1, 1) calling f (1, 2) , that calls f (1, 3) , etc. Also, we have the equivalent of simplifying the store by removing the list of the names of the variables, which are finally useless, and do this automatically. It seems easier to work with inference rules rather than with LISP, but we cannot apply our evaluator to itself yet.
We would also like to try a comparison with the work of Y. Futamura and K. Nogi, GPC, m where a partial evaluation of a ML-like program gives an improvement of complexity. The method relies on remembering, inside a conditional branch, whether the condition was true or false. In our system, we have to consider two cases. Either the condition may be remembered through unification, and then our system naturally takes profit of this information; in the other case (like for the "difference" relation), we cannot easily use the information, except by implementing the equivalent of a "freeze" predicate. Therefore, from this point of view, we may say our system has "half' the power of the GPC.
In the field of partial evaluation of Prolog, our method may be related to abstract interpretation of Prolog programs, a) The paper ~z) presents a method of partial evaluation of FCP programs that uses abstract interpretation, and which is close to the tactic presented here. The papers s'9) present an interesting way to partially evaluate directly Prolog programs. The strategies used share many features with our tactic. In Ref. 8) , the method used to prevent infinite unfolding is related with "wait" declarations of MU-prolog, where the user says in what syntactic conditions a call may or may not be unfolded. In Ref. 9) the method is closer to ours, with an automatic system checking if a call unfolding generates an identical call later. In both papers, the method gives one specialized Prolog rule for each possible behavior, and this may lead to combinatorial explosion. We think that our method avoids this explosion by keeping when necessary the structure of the original program. Our tactic (TCa) builds one sub-skeleton per rule, instead of one skeleon per rule. Unfold-Fold transformations z6~ are a more powerful tool than our system, since we have no equivalent tool for folding. Its proof is also based on proof trees, independent of the evaluation heuristics. However we think we can avoid to use folding, since our tactic limits the number of generated inference rules.
